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Small molecules that activate signaling pathways used by neuro-
trophic factors could be useful for treating CNS disorders. Here we
show that the flavonoid fisetin activates ERK and induces cAMP
response element-binding protein (CREB) phosphorylation in rat
hippocampal slices, facilitates long-term potentiation in rat hip-
pocampal slices, and enhances object recognition in mice. To-
gether, these data demonstrate that the natural product fisetin can
facilitate long-term memory, and therefore it may be useful for
treating patients with memory disorders.

cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) � phosphorylation �
learning � polyphenol � natural product

Neurotrophic factors promote the differentiation, survival,
and functional maintenance of nerve cells. Because of these

properties, they have the potential to treat a variety of chronic
and acute disorders of the CNS. Although there have been some
successes, clinical use of classical neurotrophic factors, such as
brain-derived neurotrophic factor, has been limited for technical
reasons, including difficulty in crossing the blood–brain barrier
(1, 2). Therefore, the identification of small molecules that
mimic some or all of the properties of neurotrophic factors could
have significant potential for treating CNS disorders.

Recently, we described the ability of the flavonoid 3,7,3�,4�-
tetrahydroxyflavone (fisetin; Fig. 1) to promote the differenti-
ation of nerve cells (3). Although a wide range of flavonoids
were tested in that study, most failed to induce differentiation.
Of the few effective flavonoids, fisetin showed significantly
greater efficacy than any of the others. The induction of differ-
entiation by fisetin depends on the activation of the Ras–
extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) cascade and in
particular on the activation of the ultimate kinase in this cascade,
ERK. Inhibitors of both Ras and ERK activation block fisetin-
induced differentiation. Not only does fisetin promote nerve cell
differentiation, but in earlier studies it was shown to protect
nerve cells from oxidative stress-induced death (4). Thus, fisetin
has several of the properties of classical neurotrophic factors.

Although ERK was previously identified outside the CNS
based on its role in cell proliferation, over the past 10 years a
wide variety of studies have highlighted its importance in the
CNS and in particular in synaptic plasticity and memory forma-
tion across many species, brain areas, and types of synapses (for
reviews, see refs. 5 and 6). In the hippocampus, ERK can be
activated through several different signaling pathways implicated
in learning and memory, including NMDA receptors and brain-
derived neurotrophic factor receptors. ERK activation leads to
a number of cellular changes associated with the development of
long-term memory, such as alterations in gene expression and
protein synthesis, dendritic spine stabilization, the modulation of
ion channels, and changes in receptor trafficking. Among the
direct downstream targets of activated ERK is the transcription
factor cAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) (for
reviews, see refs. 7 and 8). CREB activation appears to be a
critical step in the signaling cascade that leads to the structural
changes underlying the development of long-term memory.
Thus, activation of this cascade in neuronal cells by fisetin could

result in the changes in the brain that form the cellular basis of
memory. In the work reported here, we used biochemical,
electrophysiological, and behavioral assays to test the hypothesis
that fisetin treatment can stimulate signaling pathways leading to
the enhancement of memory.

Results
In our initial studies on the differentiation-promoting properties
of fisetin, we showed that it induced the differentiation of PC12
cells in an ERK-dependent manner (3). No other flavonoid
tested was as effective. To begin determining whether this effect
of fisetin could translate into a facilitation of learning and
memory, we asked whether fisetin could promote ERK activa-
tion in hippocampal slices. One micromolar fisetin induced rapid
activation of both ERK1 (p44) and ERK2 (p42) within 5 min of
treatment, which was sustained at a lower level for up to 20 min
(Fig. 2 A and C). The �2-fold increase in ERK1 and ERK2
phosphorylation seen after treatment of the hippocampal slices
with fisetin is very similar to the increases in ERK phosphory-
lation reported after treatment of slices with either glutamate
(1.5- to 2-fold) (9) or NMDA (�2.5-fold) (10).

One of the key signaling molecules activated downstream from
ERK that is involved in learning and memory is the transcription
factor CREB (7, 8). CREB, in turn, regulates a transcription
factor cascade that eventually results in the facilitation of
memory. The mechanisms that underlie the ability of CREB to
enhance memory, however, are still not completely understood
(8). Fisetin treatment enhances CREB activation with a time
course that is similar to that seen for ERK activation (Fig. 2 A
and C). The �3-fold increase in CREB phosphorylation seen
after treatment of the hippocampal slices with fisetin is very
similar to the increase in CREB phosphorylation reported after
treatment of slices with glutamate (�2.5-fold) (9). The activation
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Fig. 1. Structure of the flavonoid fisetin.
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of both ERK and CREB by fisetin is blocked by pretreatment
with the MAPK�ERK kinase (MEK) inhibitors PD98059 and
U0126, indicating that CREB activation is downstream from
ERK activation (Fig. 2 B and D).

Given these results and the known associations between ERK
and CREB activation and memory (6, 8), we next asked whether
fisetin could affect long-term potentiation (LTP) in hippocam-
pal slices. LTP is considered to be a good model of how memory
is formed at the cellular level (11). Although fisetin had no direct
effect on basal synaptic transmission in the CA1 area of rat
hippocampal slices (Fig. 3A), it induced LTP in slices exposed to
a weak tetanic stimulation (15 pulses at 100 Hz), which by itself
failed to induce LTP (Fig. 3 B and C). The facilitation of LTP
induction by fisetin was dose-dependent, with a maximal effec-
tive dose of 1 �M, and it persisted for at least 60 min (Fig. 3 B
and C). Further studies demonstrated that fisetin needed to be
present during the period of tetanic stimulation to promote the
induction of LTP (Fig. 3D). Consistent with the effects of fisetin
on ERK and CREB, it had no effect on NMDA receptor-
mediated excitatory postsynaptic potentials (Fig. 4A). Further-

more, pretreatment with the MEK inhibitors PD98059 and
U0126 blocked fisetin-induced facilitation of LTP, indicating a
requirement for ERK activation in this process (Fig. 4 B and C).
Neither PD98059 nor U0126 by itself had any effect on basal
synaptic transmission-data (data not shown). Moreover, the
RNA synthesis inhibitor actinomycin D did not affect the
induction of LTP by fisetin (Fig. 4 D and E). This result is
consistent with ERK and CREB acting upstream of mRNA and
protein synthesis (5, 7, 12) and with the observation that only the
latest phases of LTP (�6 h) are dependent on mRNA synthesis
(11, 13).

To determine whether the biochemical and electrophysiolog-
ical effects of fisetin seen in hippocampal slices translate into
alterations in memory in the animal, fisetin was tested in mice
by using an object-recognition task (14). Among the alternatives
available for testing memory, this assay has proven very effective
for measuring CREB-dependent functions (7, 15, 16). In this
test, during the training period mice are presented with two
identical objects, which they explore for a fixed time period. To
test for memory, the mice are presented 1 day later with two
different objects, one of which was presented previously during
the training and is thus familiar to the mice; the other object is
new to them. The better the mice remember the familiar object,
the more time they will spend exploring the novel object. To test
the effects of fisetin in this memory task, it was administered
orally to the mice before the start of the training period.
Rolipram, a phosphodiesterase (PDE4) inhibitor that potenti-
ates memory in this assay (16), requires i.p. injection, and it was
used as a positive control. As shown in Fig. 5, three doses of
fisetin were tested in the object-recognition task, and significant
effects were seen at both 10 and 25 mg�kg. Higher doses were
not tested.

To date, PDE4 inhibitors such as rolipram are the only
compounds that have been shown both to increase CREB
phosphorylation and to enhance memory (7). These PDE4
inhibitors activate CREB by increasing the levels of the CREB
activator, cAMP, through inhibition of its breakdown. To de-
termine whether fisetin works through a mechanism similar to
that of rolipram, hippocampal slices were treated with fisetin by
using the conditions where maximal stimulation of CREB
phosphorylation and facilitation of LTP were seen, and then the
slices were assayed for cAMP. Forskolin, an activator of adenylyl
cyclase and rolipram, was used as a positive control. As shown
in Fig. 6, and in agreement with published data (17), 3 �M
rolipram alone modestly increased cAMP levels in the slices and
significantly potentiated the effect of forskolin on cAMP levels.
In contrast, fisetin had no effect on cAMP levels by itself, nor did
it potentiate the effect of forskolin. These data are consistent
with earlier results obtained using PC12 cells which showed that
fisetin treatment does not result in the activation of the cAMP
target protein kinase A (3) and indicated that fisetin activates
CREB through a mechanism that is distinct from that of
rolipram.

Discussion
The above data demonstrate that the flavonoid fisetin can
activate signaling pathways in hippocampal slices that are im-
plicated in the development of long-term memory. This activa-
tion translates into the facilitation of the induction of LTP in
hippocampal slices and an increase in long-term memory in
mice. Thus, this report supports the hypothesis that natural
products such as fisetin can have functional effects on nerve cells
both in vitro and in vivo, acting not only to increase nerve cell
survival (4) and differentiation (3) but also to enhance long-term
memory.

The consequences of CREB activation on LTP facilitation and
long-term memory by fisetin are consistent with studies in which

Fig. 2. Fisetin activates ERK1 (p44), ERK2 (p42), and CREB in rat hippocampal
slices. (A) Hippocampal slices in ACSF were treated with 1 �M fisetin for 5–20
min, and then equal amounts of protein were analyzed by SDS�PAGE and
immunoblotting with antibodies to phospho-ERK and phospho-CREB along
with antibodies to the unphosphorylated forms of the proteins, demonstrat-
ing no changes in overall protein levels. Similar results were obtained in two
independent experiments. (B) Hippocampal slices were pretreated for 30 min
with either 50 �M PD98059 (PD) or 10 �M U0126 (U) before the addition of 1
�M fisetin for 5 min. Samples were analyzed as in A. (C) The average phos-
phoprotein signal from the blots in A, quantified by densitometry and nor-
malized to total protein, was plotted �SD. The asterisks indicate a significant
difference from the control (P � 0.005). (p42: 5 min, 1.68 � 0.06; 10 min, 1.31 �
0.05; 20 min, 1.42 � 0.03; p44: 5 min, 1.98 � 0.16; 10 min, 1.48 � 0.02; 20 min,
1.30 � 0.09; CREB: 5 min, 2.87 � 0.56; 10 min, 2.72 � 0.12; 20 min, 2.55 � 0.39.)
(D) The average phosphoprotein signal from the blots in B, quantified by
densitometry and normalized to total protein, was plotted �SD. �, significant
difference from the control (P � 0.0005). #, significant difference from fisetin
alone (P � 0.0001). (p42: PD98059, 0.83 � 0.08; U0126, 0.30 � 0.05; 5 min
fisetin, 1.68 � 0.06; fisetin � PD98059, 0.72 � 0.09; fisetin � U0126, 0.54 �
0.06; p44: PD98059, 0.75 � 0.05; U0126, 0.13 � 0.06; 5 min fisetin, 1.98 � 0.16;
fisetin � PD98059, 0.70 � 0.10; fisetin � U0126, 0.29 � 0.05; CREB: PD98059,
0.64 � 0.11; U0126, 0.71 � 0.31; 5 min fisetin, 2.87 � 0.56; fisetin � PD98059,
0.55 � 0.05; fisetin � U0126, 0.20 � 0.03.) Similar results were obtained in two
independent experiments.
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the activity of CREB was manipulated by using genetic tech-
niques. CREB loss-of-function mutants have impairments in
long-term memory, whereas CREB gain-of-function mutants
show enhanced long-term memory. Thus, CREB appears to
function as a rate-limiting ‘‘molecular switch,’’ which makes it
ideally suited to pharmacological intervention (7).

We show that the activation of CREB by fisetin is mediated
through stimulation of ERK phosphorylation and not by the
inhibition of PDEs. The rapid stimulation of ERK by fisetin in
hippocampal slices appears to account for its ability to enhance
LTP because the inhibition of ERK activation by two different
inhibitors of the upstream kinase, MEK, completely blocks both
fisetin-induced ERK and CREB phosphorylation and the facil-
itation of LTP. Previously, we showed that fisetin activates the
full Ras–ERK cascade (3). However, it is possible that fisetin
activates additional signaling pathways that contribute to the
development of long-term memory.

In addition to enhancing long-term memory as shown in this
study, fisetin has a number of other effects on nerve cells,
indicating that it might also be neuroprotective in the CNS. For
example, fisetin can maintain the levels of glutathione, the
major intracellular antioxidant, in nerve cells exposed to a
variety of toxic insults (4, 18). In addition, several studies have
shown that fisetin can induce the activity and expression of
phase II detoxification proteins, part of the endogenous
cellular antioxidant defense mechanism which provides long-
term protection of cells against oxidative stress (19–21).
Finally, fisetin is a potent inhibitor of �-amyloid fibril forma-
tion in vitro (22), and it can also decrease myelin phagocytosis
by macrophages (23), suggesting that it might be able to limit
both amyloid toxicity and demyelination. Together these data
show that fisetin has a diverse collection of biological prop-
erties that may be of clinical interest for the treatment of CNS
disorders.

Although several studies have demonstrated effects of mix-
tures of flavonoids, including ginkgo biloba (24–26), soy isofla-
vones (27, 28), or green tea polyphenols (29), on memory, the
specific f lavonoids producing this effect were not determined.
Although studies with flavonoid mixtures have used biochemi-
cal, electrophysiological, or psychological assays to demonstrate
effects on cognitive function, we are not aware of any study that
has shown activity of a single flavonoid at all three levels, thereby
providing an underlying mechanism for the observed action of
the flavonoid.

In recent years, there has been a great deal of effort expended
on developing drugs to enhance long-term memory, and a few
drugs have been made that facilitate LTP and enhance the
CREB-dependent phase of memory (7, 30–33). Because fisetin
promotes CREB activation, it appears to fall into this class of
memory-enhancing compounds. However, unlike many of the
compounds in this group, such as rolipram, fisetin is not a PDE
inhibitor, and fisetin is effective when given orally. Rolipram and
other PDE4 inhibitors also have dose-limiting side effects,
including nausea and vomiting (34), which have severely re-
stricted their therapeutic use.

Fisetin, in fact, is present in a number of commonly eaten
foods, such as strawberries (35). Consistent with our results,
older rats fed a diet enriched in strawberry extract for 8 weeks

fisetin: 150.1 � 16.3%, **, P � 0.01 vs. none; 5 �M fisetin: 146.9 � 7.9%, *, P �
0.05 vs. none; 10 �M fisetin: 125.2 � 6.5%, not significant vs. none (ANOVA
followed by Dunnett’s test). All data are the mean � SEM. (D) The facilitation
of LTP by fisetin depends on the timing of its addition relative to the tetanic
stimulus. Fisetin must be present during the stimulus to show facilitation of
LTP. The hippocampal slices were untreated (n � 9) or exposed to 1 �M fisetin
before (filled bar, n � 5) or after (open bar, n � 5) application of weak tetanic
stimulation (15 pulses at 100 Hz). Data are presented as in B.

Fig. 3. Fisetin facilitates the induction of LTP in Schaffer collateral CA1
pyrimidal cell synapses in rat hippocampal slices. (A) Effect of fisetin (1 �M, n �
6) on basal synaptic transmission. Hippocampal slices were exposed to fisetin
during the time indicated by the black bar. The field excitatory postsynaptic
potential (fEPSP) slope is expressed as the percentage of the value immedi-
ately before the addition of fisetin. (A Insets) Representative records 5 min
before (Inset 1) and 60 min after (Inset 2) exposure to fisetin. Fisetin does not
affect basal synaptic transmission. (B and C) Fisetin facilitates the induction of
LTP after a weak tetanic stimulation (15 pulses at 100 Hz), which alone does
not induce LTP in control slices. The effect of fisetin is dose-dependent. The
hippocampal slices were untreated (n � 14) or exposed to fisetin (0.1 �M, n �
7; 1 �M, n � 8; 5 �M, n � 6; 10 �M, n � 6) for the time indicated by the black
bar, and weak tetanic stimulation was applied at time 0. The fEPSP slope is
expressed as the percentage of the value immediately before the application
of weak tetanic stimulation. (B) Time course of changes in the fEPSP slope. (B
Insets) Representative records at �25 min (Inset 1) and � 60 min (Inset 2) in
control and 1 �M fisetin-treated slices. To compare the data among the
groups, the averages of the fEPSP slopes 30–60 min after tetanic stimulation
were calculated as an index of LTP magnitude; they are shown in C. (C) None:
108.0 � 3.4%; 0.1 �M fisetin: 124.8 � 14.6%, not significant vs. none; 1 �M
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showed an enhancement of cognitive performance in the Morris
water maze relative to rats fed a control diet (36). Thus, the
effects of fisetin on learning and memory as well as its additional
neuroprotective activities, coupled with its presence in com-
monly eaten foods, suggest that it could have long-term bene-
ficial effects on memory with little cost or side effects.

Materials and Methods
Chemicals. Fisetin was from Indofine Chemical Co. (Hillsbor-
ough, NJ). U0126 and PD98059 were from Promega (Madison,
WI). Rolipram was from Calbiochem (San Diego, CA). All other
chemicals were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

Immunoblotting. Rat hippocampal slices (400 �m) were pre-
pared from male Wistar rats (5–7 weeks old) and maintained
in a chamber at 30°C, where they were continuously perfused
with artificial CSF (ACSF) consisting of 124 mM NaCl�3.0
mM KCl�2.2 mM CaCl2�1.4 mM MgSO4�1.24 mM KH2PO4�

Fig. 4. Involvement of the MEK�ERK cascade in fisetin-induced facilitation
of LTP in rat hippocampal slices. (A) Effect of fisetin (1 �M, n � 6) on NMDA
receptor-mediated fEPSP in Mg2�-free medium. The hippocampal slices were
exposed to fisetin (black bar) and the NMDA receptor antagonist 2-amino-5-
phosphonovalerate (APV, white bar). The NMDA receptor-mediated fEPSP
area is expressed as the percentage of the value immediately before addition
of fisetin. (A Insets) Representative records 5 min before (Inset 1) and 25 min
after (Inset 2) exposure to fisetin (Inset 2) and 10 min after exposure to APV
(Inset 3). Fisetin has no effect on NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic responses.
(B and C) MEK inhibitors PD98059 and U0126 block fisetin-dependent facili-
tation of LTP. The hippocampal slices were untreated (n � 12) or exposed to
1 �M fisetin alone (n � 7) or to a weak tetanic stimulation applied at time 0
after a 10-min pretreatment with PD98059 (50 �M, n � 6) or

Fig. 5. Fisetin enhances long-term memory in mice, and the effect of
different oral doses of fisetin on object recognition over a 10-min test period
is shown. Rolipram, injected i.p. at 0.1 mg�kg, served as a positive control. Data
represent the mean � SEM of 10 mice per treatment group. Data were
analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc comparisons with Fisher’s
test. *, significant difference from vehicle control (P � 0.02). Vehicle, 51.072 �
4.293; fisetin 5 mg�kg, 60.820 � 4.521; fisetin 10 mg�kg, 63.628 � 4.332; fisetin
25 mg�kg, 66.461 � 2.984; rolipram, 74.132 � 2.041. Similar results were
obtained in two independent, blinded experiments done by PsychoGenics.

U0126 (20 �M, n � 5). (B) Time course of changes in the fEPSP slope. To compare
the data among the groups, the averages of the fEPSP slopes 30–60 min after
tetanic stimulation were calculated as an index of LTP magnitude and are shown
in C. (C) None: 104.5 � 4.0%; fisetin: 143.9 � 11.4%, **, P � 0.01 vs. none; fisetin
� PD98059: 103.9 � 5.5%, #, P � 0.05 vs. fisetin; fisetin � U0126: 104.7 � 8.3%,
#, P � 0.05 vs. fisetin (ANOVA followed by Tukey–Kramer test). All data are
mean � SEM. (D and E) Effect of actinomycin D on fisetin-induced facilitation of
LTP. The hippocampal slices were untreated (n � 10) or exposed to 1 �M fisetin
alone (n � 7) or after a 10-min pretreatment with 40 �M actinomycin D (ACTD,
n�6)andweaktetanic stimulationwasappliedattime0.Thepresentationofthe
data are as in B and C. ACTD does not block fisetin-dependent facilitation of LTP.
[None: 104.6 � 4.3%; fisetin: 141.9 � 8.6%, **, P � 0.01 vs. none; fisetin � ACTD
139.7 � 13.6%, not significant vs. fisetin (ANOVA followed by Tukey–Kramer
test).] All data are the mean � SEM.
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25.0 mM NaHCO3�10 mM glucose, bubbled with 95% O2�5%
CO2. The slices were allowed to recover for 2 h, and they were
then treated with 1 �M fisetin either alone or in the presence
of 10 �M U0126 or 50 �M PD98059. After treatment, the slices
were immediately frozen in PBS containing 1% Nonidet P-40,
0.5% deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM Na3VO4, and 0.01
volume of Sigma protease inhibitor mixture. For analysis of
protein phosphorylation, the slices were defrosted and solu-
bilized by sonication, and equal amounts of protein were
analyzed by SDS�PAGE and immunoblotting. Equal loading
and transfer of the samples were confirmed by staining the
nitrocellulose with Ponceau S. Transfers were blocked for 2 h
at room temperature with 5% (wt�vol) nonfat milk in TBS�
0.1% Tween 20, and then they were incubated overnight at 4°C
in the primary antibody (phospho-p44�42 MAPK, phospho-
CREB, and total ERK) diluted in 5% (wt�vol) BSA in
TBS�0.05% Tween 20 or for 1 h at room temperature in 5%
(wt�vol) nonfat milk in TBS�0.1% Tween 20 (total CREB).
The primary antibodies used were: phospho-p44�42 MAPK
antibody (9101, 1�1,000), phospho-CREB (9196, 1�1,000), and
total ERK antibody (9102, 1�1,000) from Cell Signaling (Bev-
erly, MA) and total CREB (1�2,000) from Marc Montminy
(The Salk Institute). The transfers were rinsed with TBS�
0.05% Tween 20 and incubated for 1 h at room temperature in
horseradish peroxidase�goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse
(Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), diluted 1�5,000 in 5% (wt�vol)
nonfat milk in TBS�0.1% Tween 20. The immunoblots were
developed with the Super Signal reagent (Pierce, Rockford,
IL). Blots were scanned and quantified using Image software

(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Results were
analyzed with an unpaired Student’s t test.

LTP Experiments. Slice preparation and field potential recording
were made as described (37). Briefly, hippocampal slices (400
�m) were prepared from male Wistar rats (5–7 weeks old) and
maintained in a chamber at 30°C, where they were continuously
perfused with ACSF bubbled with 95% O2�5% CO2. Schaffer
collaterals were stimulated by a bipolar tungsten electrode
positioned in the stratum radiatum of the CA1 region near the
CA2�CA1 border, and the evoked fEPSPs were recorded from
the stratum radiatum of the CA1 region. The stimulus intensity
was adjusted in the range of 25–55 �A to evoke fEPSPs of 50%
of the maximum amplitude. Tetanic stimulation was applied at
the same intensity with the test stimulation. The rising slope of
fEPSP was measured as an index of synaptic efficacy. NMDA
receptor-mediated synaptic responses were recorded in Mg2�-
free ACSF supplemented with 20 �M 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxa-
line-2,3-dione, a non-NMDA receptor antagonist, and 50 �M
picrotoxin, a GABAA receptor channel blocker. The area of field
potentials recorded in this condition was measured as an index
of NMDA receptor-mediated synaptic responses. All results are
presented as the mean � SEM of 5–14 experiments. Data were
analyzed by one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey–Kramer test or
Dunnett’s test.

Object Recognition. Male C57BL�6J mice (Jackson Laboratory,
Bar Harbor, ME) were used, and the testing was done by
PsychoGenics (Tarrytown, NY). All mice were acclimated to the
colony room for at least 2 weeks before testing, and they were
tested at an average age of 8 weeks. Mice were randomly assigned
across treatment groups with 10 mice in each group. For each
dose tested, a 10	 solution of fisetin was prepared in 95%
ethanol, and then it was diluted with 4 volumes of polyethylene
glycol 660 hydroxystearate (Solut HS15 from BASF, Florham
Park, NJ) and 5 volumes of PBS. The vehicle contained the
identical ratios of ethanol, Solut HS15, and PBS. All were
adminstered orally 60 min before training at a volume of 10
ml�kg of body weight. Rolipram was dissolved in 10% DMSO,
and it was administered i.p. at 0.1 mg�kg 20 min before training.
The test was performed as described in ref. 16. Briefly, on day
1, mice were habituated to a circular open field arena for 1 h in
cage groups of four. Twenty-four hours later, individual mice
were placed back in the same arena, which now contained two
identical objects for a 15-min training trial. On day 3, vehicle-,
fisetin-, or rolipram-treated mice were individually placed back
in the same arena in the presence of both the familiar object (i.e.,
previously explored) and a novel object. The spatial positions of
the objects were counterbalanced between subjects. Each ani-
mal’s test trial was recorded, and the first 10 min of each session
were scored. Object recognition was computed by using the
following formula: Time spent with novel object 	 100. Total
time spent exploring both objects. Data were analyzed by a
one-way ANOVA followed by post hoc comparisons with Fish-
er’s test. Similar results were obtained in two independent
experiments.

cAMP Assays. Rat hippocampal slices (400 �m) were prepared
from male Wistar rats (5–7 weeks old) and maintained in a
chamber at 30°C, where they were perfused continuously with
artifical cerebrospinal f luid (ACSF) bubbled with 95% O2�5%
CO2. The slices were allowed to recover for 2 h, and they were
then treated with either 3 �M rolipram for 30 min or 1 �M fisetin
for 5 min and then immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen. In
some cases, slices were treated for an additional 15 min with 5
�M forskolin before freezing. Additional slices were treated only
with 5 �M forskolin for 15 min. For analysis of cAMP, the slices

Fig. 6. Fisetin does not increase cAMP levels in hippocampal slices. Hip-
pocampal slices in ACSF were treated with 1 �M fisetin for 5 min (fisetin) or 3
�M rolipram for 30 min (rolipram) and then either immediately frozen or
treated with 5 �M forskolin for an additional 15 min (rolipram � forskolin;
fisetin � forskolin) before freezing. Additional slices were treated only with
5 �M forskolin for 15 min (forskolin). The levels of cAMP in the slices were
measured by using a scintillation proximity assay, and they are presented as
pmol�mg protein � SD. *, significant difference from control (P � 0.05); #,
significant difference from forskolin or rolipram alone (P � 0.005).
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were thawed and solubilized in cAMP lysis buffer (1% dode-
cyltrimethylammonium bromide in 0.05 M acetate buffer, pH
5.8), and cAMP levels were determined by a scintillation prox-
imity assay (Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Duplicate individual slices
were assayed for each data point. Total protein was determined
by using the BCA assay, and results are presented as pmol of

cAMP per mg of protein. The data were analyzed by using an
unpaired Student’s t test.
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